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Abstract
An activation function, possibly new, is proposed for use in digital sim-
ulation of articial neural networks, on the ground that the computational
operation count for this function is much smaller than for those employing
exponentials and it satises a simple dierential equation generalizing the
logistic equation.
Introduction: activation functions
In the digital simulation of neural networks a feedforward memoryless neuron
is represented by the input-output relation y = (
Pn
1
wkxk) where (), the
sigmoidal activation or \squash" function, should have the property that it
is positive monotone between the values  1 and 1 (or between 0 and 1) for
u 2 ( 1;1).
For use in nding optimal weights wk to minimize jjy   ydesiredjj2 by back-
propagation (gradient) algorithms, it is also a requirement that () be dier-
entiable and that it satisfy a simple dierential equation, thus permitting the
evaluation of increments of weights via the chain rule for partial derivatives. In
the seminal paper [1] on functional approximation with neural networks, the
above properties are the only ones invoked.






2(u) = tanh(u): (2)
although other optimization schemes (not using gradients) may permit the use
of the signum function or the saturation function
3(u) = u if juj < 1;
= sgn(u) if juj > 1:
























The simplicity of these \Logistic Equations" (3),(4) permits easy computation
of partial derivatives in the optimization algorithm.
2
The new squash function



















Proof: Note that e(u) is dierentiable for u 6= 0 and that its left and right





the dierential equation (6) is satised.2
Equation (6) is no more complex than Eq. (3) or (4) and permits simple
backpropagation code. The operation count for e is an order of magnitude less
than for the exponential functions used in 1 or 2. In production backpropa-
gation code at NeuroDyne, Inc. (as well as the author's experiments with his
own code and with Scott Fahlman's 1989 Quickprop code) the CPU time saved
in net training is suciently substantial to warrant calling attention to e.
It also nicely satises the properties needed by Barron [2] in proving that
sigmoids approximate at a rate independent of the dimension of the input vector.
Any previous use of e and Eq. (6) in the backpropagation literature is unknown
to the author.
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